Jeep comanchee

Based on the XJ-generation Cherokee, the Comanche was produced until Production of the
small pickup truck moved under the Chrysler Corporation in , when the giant purchased AMC.
Despite not being as iconic as other Jeep models, the Comanche is slowly but surely becoming
a classic. Prices have gone up in recent years as this compact truck is as rare as a Ferrari.
Production of the Comanche took place under two different companies. Some reports claim that
the Comanche benefits from unheard-of longevity for its production era. All engines are
considered reliable - the 4. But even when issues arise, parts are mostly cheap to replace. Not
only you can source parts from the millions of Cherokees built in the s, but the market is also
flooded with aftermarket gear. They stuffed the big six-cylinder in the Comanche and dubbed it
the LSR1, but ended up blowing the engine while going for the record. The Comanche pickup
went on to set 13 different records. The Comanche also set benchmarks for one-km, one-mile,
and km standing runs. It also set a new speed record at Its peak speed during these runs was
mph , an impressive figure not only for truck, but compared to other cars from the era too.
Granted, the Comanche used at Bonneville was far from stock. But no aero mods were made
compared to the standard truck. Because it was based on the XJ-generation Jeep Cherokee, the
Comanche featured a unibody design, which was rather strange for a truck. However, the bed
was removable, so the Comanche was actually more of a hybrid. While the front end and the
cabin sections were of unibody design, the rear section with the bed retained the more
traditional body-on-frame design. AMC had the bed held down by two bolts, so it was pretty
easy to replace or remove altogether. The unibody frame was also different from others on the
market. While other automakers generally welded everything to a sturdy frame, Jeep
incorporated it into the unibody. The frame under the cargo bed was fully boxed, with a large
X-shaped structure centered over the rear axle. The rails were also deeper than conventional
midsize truck frames at more than eight inches compared to six to seven in other pickups. The
design of this frame, called "Uniframe" by Jeep, was first used by AMC in a prototype built in
Sure, like with any car out there, it depends on mileage, condition, model year, and trim. Some
models are obviously more expensive than other, with the more basic model fetching less
though. Custom, X, Base, and Chief were the less expensive trims back in the days, depending
of model year of course. Models like the XLS and Pioneer came with some extra features. The
Laredo, on the other hand, will set you back a bit more since this trim was the range-topping
model with up-level features from to The Olympic Edition is also a rare bird. Based on the
Pioneer trim, this limited-edition model was sold during the model year to commemorate the
Summer Olympics and Team U. It also came standard with a tachometer, fog lamps, and power
steering. Luxury touches included custom trim door panel, extra stowage bins, hockey-stick
armrests, and floor carpeting. The fabric headliners, sun visors, and the bucket seats rounded
off the bundle. Jeep produced only , units in seven years. So how much are you going to pay for
one? The this is that these small trucks are also scarce nowadays. As of April, , there are only a
couple on eBay. Four more Comanches are available on Autotrader. Customers could pick
between a 2. The latter was borrowed from Renault as part of a collaboration between the
French automaker and American Motors Corporation. The V-6 was identical to the one used in
the competing Chevrolet S truck, but fitted with a two-barrel carburetor instead of a fuel
injection system. For the model year Jeep added the then-new 4. The diesel was also
discontinued in , while the remaining inline-four and inline-six units carried over until with
upgrades. In the transmission department, the Comanche debuted with a four-speed manual for
the four-cylinder, a five-speed manual for the entire range, and a three-speed automatic for the
four-banger and V In , Jeep added a four-speed automatic for the four-cylinder and then-new
inline-six and a Peugeot-sourced five-speed manual for the inline-six. In , the latter was replaced
by a five-speed from Aisin. The 2. Finally, the range-topping 4. The unit was upgraded for the
model year and power jumped slightly to horses and pound-feet. The final update operated for
the model year increased output to horsepower and pound-feet of twist. However, the same
engine fitted with the automatic transmission and optioned up with trailering features had a
rating of up to 5, pounds. While some owners argue that the Comanche had trouble towing as
much as 5, pounds without aftermarket modifications, the rating was enough to place it above
the competition, which at the time included the first-generation Ford Ranger and the Chevrolet S
It was also notably more than its predecessor, the CJ-8 Scrambler. While most trucks from the s
and are known for their poor gas mileage, the Comanche returns excellent fuel economy given
its class. Toward the end of production fuel economy for the same engine decreased to 18 mpg
city and 22 mpg highway. Naturally, the 4. It was also on par with the Jeep Cherokee. It was also
similar with some versions of the Dodge Aries, so in certain specs it delivered car-like fuel
economy. Efficiency was notably better than those of larger trucks. From to , production
exceeded 25, units per year, with peaks at around 43, in and Production declined to around 9,
units in and 5, units in The Jeep Comanche was discontinued in , after only seven years in

production. Sales decreased from 43, units in to 25, examples in , and then to only 9, in
Deliveries dropped to just 5, in All this while the Cherokee on which it was based was moving
more than , units per year. Jeep re-entered the truck market 27 years later, in , with the
Wrangler-based Gladiator. The Comanche was essentially a pickup truck version of the
Cherokee. The nameplate was first introduced in as a full-size SUV based on the Wagoneer, but
AMC redesigned it in and turned it into a compact crossover. The Comanche shared most body
elements with the Cherokee. It also shared the Quadralink front suspension with coil springs
and control arms on a solid axle. A heavy duty package for the longer bed models added
stronger leaf springs and an upgraded Dana 44 rear axle instead of the Cherokee-sourced Dana
35 unit. The engines were identical to the Cherokee in terms of performance, including the
higher-performance 4. Unlike the Comanche, the XJ-generation Cherokee was a big success
and remained in production until in the United States. The Jeep Comanche was introduced in
and remained in production until This means it was on the market for seven years. Except for
the rust issue that are common on many U. Somewhat unexpectedly for a pickup truck, the
Comanche set a few records back in the day. It all began when a few guys from Jeep Truck
Engineering came up with the idea of setting a land speed record to show off the 4. Benchmarks
included a quarter-mile run of It usually takes several decades for a vehicle to gain collectible
status. Assuming we're not talking about low-volume supercars, that is. But despite having
been discontinued only 28 years ago as of , the Comanche is becoming increasingly expensive
at used car dealerships. The Eliminator package added exclusive inch aluminum wheels
wrapped in Eagle GT tires, body-colored front grille and fender flares, silver-painted bumpers,
and special decals on the sides. Jeep Comanche - engines and transmissions Year Engine
Transmission â€” 2. For , the base 2. The engine was upgraded to horsepower and pound-feet
for and horses and pound-feet for Jeep Comanche - engine lineup Horsepower Torque 2. AMC
advertised the Comanche to offer best-in-class towing performance when equipped properly.
The 4. From , when it entered production, until , its final year on the market, the Comanche was
built in , units. Jeep Comanche - units produced by year 29, 33, 43, 43, 25, 9, 5, The decision to
phase out the nameplate had two reasons. First, sales of new Jeep Comanche trucks were
declining. The second reason was that the Chrysler Corporation was still trying the make the
Jeep brand, which it purchased along with AMC in , fit into its hierarchy of brands. Ciprian
Florea. Senior Editor and Supercar Expert - ciprian topspeed. Ciprian's passion for everything
with four wheels and more started back when he was just a little boy, and the Lamborghini
Countach was still the coolest car poster you could hang on your wall. Ciprian's career as a
journalist began long before earning a Bachelor's degree, but it was only after graduating that
his love for cars became a profession. Read More. Related Articles. What do you think? Car
Finder:. Related Manufacturers. Active filters:. About US. Contact Us. Automotive journalist job.
The Jeep Comanche designated MJ is a pickup truck variant of the Cherokee compact SUV â€”
[3] manufactured and marketed by Jeep for model years in rear wheel RWD and four-wheel drive
4WD models as well as two cargo bed lengths: six-foot 1. During the mids, according to AMC
chairman W. Paul Tippett Jr. The goal was to produce and sell Comanches in China through this
joint venture. The new trucks were unveiled by Jose Dedeurwaerder , an engineer and
international business executive with 23 years of experience with Renault , who had just been
appointed as AMC's new president. American Motors' Jeep designers based the Comanche MJ
body, styling, engineering, and drivetrain on the XJ Cherokee , which had been introduced for
the model year. In the United States where the Comanche and Dodge Rampage were sold they
are both considered pickup trucks. By contrast, in other markets the Volkswagen Rabbit Pickup
was called the Volkswagen Caddy and considered a coupe utility , not a truck because the
cargo bed is an integral part of the body structure and not removable. However this is not the
legal definition of truck in the United States where the Comanche, Rampage and Rabbit were all
sold. Two cargo bed lengths were used; one for the seven-foot long-bed model, which appeared
first in , and a second, shorter version for the six-foot cargo bed, which debuted for the model
year. Unlike other pickups of the time that used C-channel frames, the Comanche's frame
design called a "Uniframe" by Jeep under the cargo bed was fully boxed, with a large X
structure centered over the rear axle. For strength, the rails were over eight inches deep top to
bottom , much deeper than conventional midsize truck frames Jeep J full-size truck frame is 6.
This structure was pioneered by AMC for the " Cowboy " compact pickup prototype. From to ,
the Jeep Comanche grille had ten slots in a similar configuration to the Cherokee XJ, while from
to , this configuration changed to eight slots to match with the SUV. These were primarily to
improve reliability and parts interchangeability with other Chrysler-built vehicles. It was argued
that the coil springs allowed for greater ride comfort and axle articulation during off-road
excursions. A track bar Panhard rod is used to keep the axle centered under the truck. Modified
versions of this same basic suspension system were later used on the Grand Cherokee , and

newer TJ Wranglers and and newer Dodge Rams. For the rear suspension, the truck used leaf
springs that are considerably longer than the Cherokee's, which give Comanches good
load-carrying capacity without creating a hard ride. The standard rear axle was the same Dana
35 used in the Cherokee, except that the Comanche mounted the leaf springs underneath the
axle, as do most other trucks, and the Cherokee mounted them on top of the axle. There was
also a heavy duty Metric Ton package for the long-bed models. The Metric Ton Comanche's
payload rating was higher than that of many full-size pickups. The inaugural model year
Comanches could be equipped with one of three engines: AMC's 2. The V6 engine was available
with either the five-speed manual or the automatic, while the turbodiesel was only available with
the five-speed. The V6 was the same engine used in the competing Chevrolet S , and equipped
with a two-barrel Rochester carburetor instead of the four-cylinder's electronic throttle-body
fuel injection system the optional six-cylinder was slightly less powerful than the standard four.
The V6 thus offered little performance advantage over the base engine while penalizing the
owner with poorer fuel economy. In the truck's second year on the market the V6 was replaced
by AMC's new fuel-injected 4. The performance of the base 2. The slow-selling turbodiesel
option was dropped during the model year. Concurrent with introduction of the new straight-six
a new four-speed automatic built by Aisin-Warner replaced the former Chrysler three-speed. The
LE featured electronic controls with a switch on the dashboard allowing the driver to choose
between two performance modes: "Power", in which the transmission downshifts more quickly
and upshifts at higher rpm during hard acceleration, and "Comfort", in which the upshifts are
made at lower engine speeds to conserve fuel and reduce engine noise and vibration. Chrysler
purchased AMC in , and by the model year adapted their own engine control electronics to
replace the original Renix systems used with the 2. The 4. As a result of the power
improvements the Aisin-Warner automatic transmission's output shaft was changed from 21
splines to 23, and the "Power-Comfort" switch was deleted. The four-cylinder was no longer
available with the automatic in and During the production life of the Comanche six different
transmissions were offered, manufactured by Aisin , Chrysler , and Peugeot. Chrysler provided
the aforementioned TorqueFlite three-speed automatic in models. Comanches were available in
either two or four-wheel-drive, with solid axles front and rear two-wheel-drive Comanches used
a simple beam axle with otherwise the same front suspension as four-wheel-drive models.
These remained the same through the rest of the Comanche's production. The decision to
phase out the Jeep Comanche "came from a combination of two factorsâ€” low sales and
Chrysler's attempts to make the Jeep brand fit into the Chrysler hierarchy of Plymouth , Dodge ,
and Chrysler models" with Jeep housing SUVs and Dodge making trucks. As sales dropped, the
Comanche was planned for discontinuation. In , the National Council of Jeep-Eagle dealers
asked Chrysler to discontinue the Comanche, and allow them to sell a version of the Dodge
Dakota pickup. The company decided to cease production of the Comanche on June 12, , after
only a few thousand more trucks rolled off the Toledo, Ohio , assembly line. Following the
discontinuation of the Comanche, the Dodge Ramcharger would be dropped outside of Mexico
shortly afterwards as part of Chrysler's plans to have Dodge sell pickup trucks and Jeep sell
SUVs. Dodge itself would stop offering pickup trucks in when the Ram Trucks brand was
spun-off from Dodge, taking the Dodge Ram and Dakota with it. Jeep re-entered the pickup
truck market in early with the Wrangler -based Jeep Gladiator. Jeep actually considered reviving
the Comanche name alongside Gladiator and most commonly Scrambler , as well as simply
using a new name, before deciding on Gladiator, feeling it fits that truck the best; sensitivity to
the Native Americans specifically the Comanche tribe and much less brand recognition
compared to Jeep's decades-long use of " Cherokee " for the Jeep Cherokee and Grand
Cherokee also likely played factors. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle.
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Vehicle availablity limited to China. Concept Cars. Runs Great! Good Glass No [â€¦]. Clean title
in my name and recent passing emissions test. It has , miles and counting still using it. This
beauty was born a clean 2WD 4 cylinder when we started the build. We believe [â€¦]. Runs great!
All original besides wheels and light bar rack. This is a rare opportunity to own a limited version
of the Jeep Comanche Pioneer with k actual miles. Newer tires. Manual windows. Power locks
Ac blows cold and Heat blows hot. No leaks! Automatic [â€¦]. I have a Jeep Comanche with the
title that has a rebuilt engine and needs some work of course but actually runs well and is a
collector item for sale. I have a very clean Jeep Comanche Mj 2X4. Pros: k 4. Motor has around k
on it still runs strong fires right up. Bobbed bed oil changed every year need to sell to make
room for [â€¦]. Jeep Comanche for sale Rebuilt transfer case, differential, front axle. New
radiator, new injectors, new power steering pump, new exhaust manifold, too much to list. I also
have a different truck bed to replace the [â€¦]. Recent Ads. Home United States Colorado
Colorado. Post Ad Log In. Price Set. Top Sites claz. Offered 9 Wan
ring floodlight wiring diagram
2001 ford explorer manual
1995 toyota corolla motor
ted 1. Create Alert. I am preparing to sell the black Eliminator. Not quite ready to sell it as I need
to change the brake booster went out last week , and need to swap the wheels off of it to
another set other set has decent tires but the This Classic Jeep Comanche 4x4 has been
restored with a Rhino bed liner. It shows , miles on the original engine. Don't miss out! Call us
For More Details Let us showcase and sell your specialty car. Please visit our website for more
details. Long Island, NY Michael Really easy fix. Runs and drives 5spd Sal Txt me. It's a rolling
chassis at this point. Great shape mechanically and physically. Bad news is the fuse panel is
dismantled, corroded wires got the best of me. Needs a donor wiring harness to get it rolling.
Theese trucks are pretty much a collectors dream! Delivery available upon request! I'm going to
sell the 99 XJ buggy. Mechanically the Jeep is very sound. Source: Edmunds. Odometer is miles
below market average! Your Listing Here. Post Ad.

